FLEXIBELE AFSCHEIDINGEN

VLP has specialised for 30 years
in “flexible partitioning” for a
wide variety of sectors, with
products including: (industrial)
partition walls and curtains, swing
doors, high-speed rolling doors,
retractable tunnels and industrial
tents as well as dock shelters and
dock levelers.

VLP swing doors
VLP Swing Doors are self-closing, multifunctional draught doors that facilitate rapid
internal transport. The single-leaf or double-leaf draught doors prevent heat or cold
losses, the spread of dust and deter birds and insects. The doors also provide soundproofing and are suitable as both internal and external doors.
The adjustable spring-hinges and zero-point attachment ensure the doors seal
effectively. The absence of a lintel in VLP Swing Doors allows overhead conveyors or
crane transport through the opening. It is also possible to mount doors in a vertical
stack.

VLP swing doors

Applications
VLP Swing Doors are used as screens against cold, inclement weather,
birds, insects, noise and dust. They are used as internal and external
doors in the industrial and utility sectors (both new construction and
renovation), in farming and horticulture, engineering works, commercial
units, workshops, refrigerated units, garages, shipyards, hangars, storage
and transit companies and the logistics sector.
Designs
VLP Swing Doors come in the following models:
• Type MW, a standard model in 2-mm thick steel up to 3 x 3 metres in
size.
• Type MWI, a stainless-steel model in 2.5-mm thick stainless steel up to 3
x 3 metres in size.
• Type SW, a heavy-duty model in 3-mm thick steel up to 5.25 x 5.25
metres in size.
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The door sheets in swing doors are mounted either partially or entirely
without screws to prevent them bending or cracking in use. The hinge
mounts are fitted in the side frames, which are made of strip, angled
or u-profile steel. The spring units are mounted vertically in the door
braces and exert a constant pressure, when the door sheet is in both
the 90-degree and the 0-degree position. The closing pressure is easily
adjusted after fitting. The zero-point attachment is also adjustable on
the basis of wind pressure. This means the door sheets close perfectly in
the middle. To prevent the sheet tearing at these vulnerable positions,
plastic corner reinforcing plates are fitted to the ends of the door braces.
Options
In addition to the standard models, many special versions of the swing
doors can of course be supplied. Examples include wire-reinforced door
sheets, partially or fully coloured, with viewing panels if required, various
thicknesses of the door sheets or wear strips. Stop locks can also be
supplied to temporarily hold the door sheets in the open position.

